
FISSILE MATERIAL:
REIMAGINING ARCHIVAL PURPOSES
(2022)

Much of my thinking and (reasearch/creative) work is inspired precisely through 
my entanglement with a cartographic methodology. To that end, throughout this 
project, I made a note to keep a (working) notebook/journal in order to document 
though, feeling, my ethnographic work and occassional ruminations/poetry. 

By entangling the practice of poet and (speculative) historiographer, I have been 
reflecting on the ways the Academy engages (or lack thereof) with archiving as 
a process and as a practice. If the archive is “fissile material” 
(Mbembe, 2019: 172), how might we enact an archival impulse that highlights 
oral histories, while altogether resisting the graveyard of memory?

This body of work  has (to date) coalesced into a series of soundscapes 
drawing from interviews conducted with my immediate locality on  
their perception / lived experience of community pre-and-post 1974 
invasion of Cyprus.  Exploring displacement, cultural traditions, 
language, modernity, orality, gossip, linearity and recipes: this work has been a 
timely reminder of the changing landscape of Cyprus; of communal memory. 
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FISSILE MATERIAL
exhibition at Endrosia
(2023)

In August 2023, I was invited by Endrosia to present a series of 
interconnected experiments on self-archiving, inspired by my 
research work (2022), and my flirtation with curiosity; my immediate 
locality, and the search for an impossible object/the fragmented story. 

Exhibition Text:
Fissile Material is the cumulation of a long-term research project 
undertaken by Gervaise Savvias. The search for an impossible object is a 
reminder that the past is double absence: gone, or perhaps never there in 
the first place. Yet, the present/future is consistently interrupted by the 
past.  The interpersonal is interwoven in relation to the archive – both as an 
abstraction, and as subject matter. An assorted accumulation of 
fragmented material coalesces in order for an archive of 
locality and Self to emerge; with a fullness of a voice created out of an 
experimentation with oral histories, community, and curiosity. 

It is precisely through a collective approach that counter-narratives emerge; 
the (incomplete) project of the archive endures and thrives. 

A documentation
 "Day 1: This is and is not a performance."
 audio performance with Giorgos Karaolis
 theory installation by Gervaise Savvias

B documentation
 "Day 2: The diagram is a map. Maps tell stories."
 diagram installation by Gervaise Savvias
 audience engagement activity
 
C documentation
	 "Day	3:	After	the	archive;	what	we	leave	behind."
 visual installation by Gervaise Savvias
 curated archival material, poetry
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